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Abstract
The main hypothesis of the paper states that banking loans to private individuals growth rate correlates 
with the personal consumption growth rate in Croatia. Following the Engle-Granger cointegration and Jo-
hansen cointegration approaches on yearly data samples from 1996 to 2012, we found banking loan to 
private individuals annual growth rate and personal consumption annual growth rate in Croatia were coin-
te rated. ccordin  to estimates  t ere is empirical evidence for statisticall  si ni cant  lon -run and s ort-
run levels of banking loans to private individuals growth rate having an effect on the personal consumption 
growth rate in Croatia. Given the low competitiveness of the domestic economy, the research results raise 
questions regarding the sustainability of a banking business in Croatia which is mainly oriented toward 
lending to private individuals, and the potential need to update banking regulations in Croatia. We found 
evidence of debt- nanced consumption. n addition  t e researc  results furt er illustrate t e sensitivit  of 
cointegration methods to deviations from the pure unit-root assumption, since unit-root tests cannot easily 
distinguish between a unit root and close alternatives.
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ažeta
lavna ipoteza rada lasi da je stopa rasta ban ovni  redita ra anima orelirana s osobnom po-

tro njom u rvats oj. lijede i n le- ran erov pristup  ao i o ansenov ointe racijs i pristup na 
odi njim podatcima od 1 . odine do 2012. odine  utvr eno je a o su odi nje stope rasta ban-
ovni  redita ra anima i odi nje stope rasta osobne potro nje u rvats oj ointe rirane. mpirijs i 

je do azan statistič i značajan efe t stope ban ovni  redita ra anima u du om i rat om ro u na 
stopu rasta osobne potro nje u rvats oj.  slučaju relativno nis e on urentnosti doma e a ospo-
darstva rezultati istraživanja upu uju na pitanje o održivosti poslovanja bana a u rvats oj ao ve ins i 
orijentirano  na reditiranje ra ana ao i potrebu za potencijalnim izmjenama u re ulaciji bana a u 

rvats oj. ad u azuje na potro nju nanciranu zaduživanjem. a o er rezultati istraživanja ilustriraju 
osjetljivost ointe racijs i  metoda na odstupanja od čisti  pretpostav i jedinični  orijena jer testovi 
jedinični  orijena ne moraju po azati razli u izme u jedinični  orijena i blis i  alternativa.

Ključne riječi: osobna potro nja  ipoteza životno  ci lusa  rediti bana a  ointe racija  rvats a.
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1. ntroduction 
Financial liberalization in Croatia has resulted in 
t e increase of nancial in o  from abroad. c-
cording to the Croatian National Bank (CNB) data 
on orei n irect nvestment  since 1  
t e reatest proportion of  in roatia as been 
directed to ards t e nancial intermediation 
sector (mainly foreign-owned credit institutions). 
Furthermore, according to the Croatian National 
Bank data on loans structure by institutional sec-
tors since 1993, the highest proportion of loans in 
Croatian banking system is to private individuals. 
Banking orientation toward private individuals is 
due to i er loans diversi cation and positive 
effects on domestic demand and the economy as 
a whole. An increase in loans to private individuals 
may increase domestic demand for goods and that 
may be desirable in a large, competitive economy. 
At the same time, if the competitiveness of the 
domestic economy is low, domestic demand may 
be oriented toward foreign goods from more com-
petitive economies. f t is p enomenon lasts lon  
enough, it can weaken the economy as a whole, so 
the issue can be raised of the sustainability of a 
banking business in Croatia which is mainly ori-
ented towards private individuals.

According to the Croatian Bureau of Statistic data 
for the same period, an extensive increase in per-
sonal consumption has been recorded. The effects 
of t e increase in nancial in o s from abroad 
on economic performance are different when 
bank loans are made to households and used for 
government consumption, compared to lending to 
companies for entrepreneurial activities and add-
ed value creation. 

Bank loans should support future value-added, but 
also future income, from which the debtor's liabil-
ity and the expenses of interest repayment should 
be settled. 

According to Hall (1978), the academic community 
has been oriented toward testing the hypothesis 
that aggregate consumption evolves over time, in 
accordance with the life cycle-permanent income 
hypothesis, but has often failed to support the the-
ory with empirical evidence. According to Bacchet-
ta and Gerlach (1997), attention is focused on how 
alternative monetar  polic  measures in uence 

credit conditions, and how the induced changes in 
credit conditions are li el  to in uence a re ate 
consumption.

Recent literature on this topic is scarce, even 
though it is important in any economy, and espe-
cially in a small, open economy like Croatia. The 
main objective of this paper is to contribute em-
pirical evidence to understanding the relationship 
between banking loans to private individuals and 
personal consumption in Croatia.

n at follo s  e e plore t e relations ip be-
tween banking loans to private individuals and 
personal consumption in Croatia, so the main 
research hypothesis states: the level of banking 
loans to private individuals growth rate correlates 
with the   consumption growth rate in Croatia. The 
paper consists of ve parts. fter t e introduction  
the second part provides a brief literature over-
view. The third part presents the methodology ap-
plied and t e fourt  results of t e stud . e ft  
part is the conclusion.

2. Literature overview
The personal consumption function model in 
macroeconomics is often based on the permanent 
income hypothesis (Friedman, 1957) and life-cycle 
hypothesis (Ando and Modigliani, 1963).  Accord-
ing to these hypotheses, personal consumption is 
determined by income and asset wealth. 

urt ermore  monetar  polic  can onl  in uence 
consumption t rou  its in uence on permanent 
income. Nonetheless, several research papers have 
examined the interconnections between person-
al consumption and credit constraints. There has 
been inconsistenc  in ndin s re ardin  t e im-
pact of debt on consumption.  

acc etta and erlac  1  con rmed empir-
ically the link between credit availability and 
personal consumption in the USA, Canada, the UK, 
Japan and France. Furthermore, the authors found 
credit availabilit  to be a more in uential deter-
minant of personal consumption than personal 
income. Jappelli and Pagano (1989), and Vaidya-
nathan (1993) found empirical evidence indicated 
that excess consumption sensitivity to current 
disposable income could be explained by credit 
constraints to some e tent. ovrinčevi  and i uli  
(2003), using data samples from 1972 to 2002, 
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found t e credit constraint variable to be a si ni -
cant personal consumption determinant in Croatia. 

e  asni 201  tested t e ousin  ealt  effect 
on personal consumption on a sample of six Euro-
pean post-transition economies, including Croatia, 
and found it to be si ni cant. ut t e in uence 
of banking loans to private individuals has not 
been tested on personal consumption or housing 

ealt . t mi t be t at ban in  loans to private 
individuals in uence bot  variables  and in t at 
case, the estimation would be biased.

From the 1990s on, household access to credit 
eased considerably, due to a variety of factors, 
includin  nancial dere ulation  automated cred-
it scoring, and mortgage securitization (Gramlich, 
2007). So, loans could be made to less credit-
worthy borrowers and take riskier forms. On the 
other hand, according to Murphy (1998), debt to in-
come ratio reduces disposable income and there-
fore correlates negatively with future consumer 
spending growth. 

According to Olney (1999), the relationship be-
tween consumption and debt during the 1930s in 
the USA was negative. According to Beaton (2009), 
loans growth was shown as an important consum-
er spending determinant. Consumer loans and 
consumer spending were highly correlated while 
mortgage loans facilitated consumption through 
equity loans. 

Conclusively, the literature review points to an 
ambiguous relationship between banking loans to 
private individuals and personal consumption. This 
relationship may be different in different econo-
mies at various stages of development.

3. Methodology and empirical data
As mentioned in the introduction, the main re-
search hypothesis states that the level of banking 
loans to private individuals growth rate correlates 
with the personal consumption growth rate in 
Croatia.

The hypothesis focuses on exploring the correla-
tion between time series. Economic time series are 
usually non-stationary, because they often include 
different trends (Stock and Watson, 1988). When 
examining time series, as in this paper, the station-
arity property and cointegration between the time 
series observed must be tested. Based on the test 

results, the methodology to apply can be selected. 

Spurious regression represents a problem when 
variables are near-integrated as well as integrated 
and it is relevant to consider the cointegration of 
near-inte rated variables illips  1 . f t o 
time series contain the same trend, i.e. if they are 
cointegrated, the error correction model and the 
Engle-Granger cointegration approach (Engle and 
Granger, 1987) can be applied.

According to Johansen (1995), there is no need to 
pre-test the variables in the system to establish 
t eir order of inte ration. f a sin le variable is 0  
instead of 1 , this will be shown through a cointe-
grating vector whose space is spanned by the only 
stationary variable in the model. 

Nonetheless, to provide better insight into the 
research problem at the outset, using appropriate 
statistical tests, namely the Augmented Dickey 
- Fuller test, the property of stationarity for the 
observed variables was tested. Upon completion of 
the stationarity test using the least squares meth-
od as an estimator, the parameters of the model 
could be estimated. eri cation of t e model as-
sumptions was conducted by applying the appro-
priate statistical methods.

The autocorrelation of residuals (errors) of the 
model was tested using Durbin-Watson’s test, 
Breusch-Godfrey’s test and the correlogram. 

Heteroscedasticity variance is tested using White's 
heteroscedasticity test, while the Jarque-Bera test 
was used to test the normality of residuals distri-
bution. 

We observed the banking loan to private individu-
als annual growth rate and personal consumption 
annual growth rate in Croatia from 1996 to 2012, 
since t is as t e period follo in  nancial liber-
alization in Croatia and the most representative in 
terms of the goal of this research. 

urt ermore  at t e time of ritin  t is paper of -
cial data on personal consumption were not avail-
able from the Croatian Bureau of Statistics for the 
period after 2012. When deciding on frequency, we 
considered annual and quarterly data series, since 
both were available and we found no differences 
in the results. Even though the higher frequency 
(quarterly) provided a greater number of observa-
tions, we belong to the group of econometricians 
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who consider time span to be relevant, not only 
the number of observations.

The impact of banking loan to private individuals 
annual growth rate on the personal consumption 
annual growth rate in Croatia was explored by de-

nin  t e econometric model. t as to be e pect-
ed that banking loans to private individuals annual 
growth rate and the personal consumption annual 
growth rate in Croatia would be non-stationary 
time series in levels of the same order of integra-
tion, and ultimately cointegrated time series, thus, 
t e error correction model ould be de ned. e 
econometric model de ned as as follo s

PCGR = α + β • BLGR + ε
where:

PCGR - personal consumption (at constant prices) 
annual growth rate in Croatia from 1996 to 2012, 
according to the Croatian Bureau of Statistics;

BLGR - banking loan to private individuals annual 
growth rate in Croatia from 1996 to 2012, accord-
ing to the Croatian National Bank.

4.  N  N
e rst tested t e stationarit  properties for t e 

observed variables using the Augmented Dick-
ey-Fuller Test. The Augmented Dickey–Fuller test 
(ADF) is a test for a unit root in a time series sam-
ple. The unit root test is then carried out under the 
null hypothesis of unit root existence against the 
alternative hypothesis that assumes no unit root 
is present. The test results are shown in Table 1.

As can be seen in Table 1, at the usually accepted 
si ni cance levels of 5  and 1  t e observed 

variables are not stationary. But banking loans to 
private individuals annual growth rate (BLGR) is 
stationar  at t e 10  si ni cance level. e same 
results were obtained using the Phillips–Perron 
unit root test.

n t e ne t steps e investi ated t e properties 
of Johansen (1988) and Johansen (1991) maximum 
eigenvalue and trace tests for cointegration. Table 
2 shows the trace test results.

As can be seen in Table 2, the trace test results 
indicated the existence of one cointegration equa-
tion at 1  si ni cance level and t o cointe ration 
e uations at 5  si ni cance level. able  s o s 
the eigenvalue test results.

As can be seen in Table 3, the same results were 
obtained from the eigenvalue test. The eigenvalue 
test results indicated the existence of one cointe-

ration e uation at 1  si ni cance level and t o 
cointe ration e uations at 5  si ni cance level.

The results of both tests, Johansen’s (1988) and 
Johansen’s (1991) maximum eigenvalue and trace 
tests for cointegration, indicated the existence of 
cointegration between the observed variables.

To provide better insight into the relationship 
between the banking loans to private individuals 
annual growth rate and the personal consumption 
annual growth rate in Croatia, and to provide more 
evidence for cointegration among the observed 
variables, we used Engle-Granger cointegration 
approach (Engle and Granger, 1987) and thus es-
timated the error correction model.

Table 4 shows the estimated long-run equilibri-
um from Engle-Granger cointegration approach 

Variable P-value

PCGR around the constant 0.0729
in rst differences 0.0000

BLGR around the constant 0.2724
in rst differences 0.0000

Table 1  Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test results for the variables observed

Source: the authors.

Table 2  Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Source: the authors.

Hypothesized
no. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Max-Eigen

Statistic Critical Value (0.05) P-value

None 0.778395 27.59785 15.49471 0.0005
At most 1 0.283227 4.994944 3.841466 0.0254
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between the banking loans to private individuals 
annual growth rate and the personal consumption 
annual growth rate in Croatia.

As shown in Table 4, we found the estimated mod-
el si ni cant at 1  si ni cance level and t e de-
termination coef cient at t e level of 0 . ere-
fore  0  of c an es in t e personal consumption 
annual growth rate can be explained by the bank-
ing loans annual growth rate, and one can say that 
the estimated model is well explained.

f cointe ration e ists bet een t e ban in  loans 
to private individuals annual growth rate and the 
personal consumption annual growth rate in Cro-
atia, then the residuals from the estimated model 
in Table 4 will display the property of stationarity.

The Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test results for the 
residuals from the estimated long-run equilibrium 
model (ECT) are shown in Table 5.

As can be seen in Table 5, the residuals from the 
estimated long-run equilibrium model or error 
correction term (ECT), show no unit root is present, 
meaning stationarity property at levels, therefore 
more evidence for cointegration between the ob-
served variables is provided.

After evaluating the long-run equilibrium model, 
Table 6 presents a model that describes the inter-
dependence of changes in the short term. 

According to the assessment results in Table 6, all 
t e variables observed ac ieved statistical si ni -
cance and impact as e pected. f t e ban in  loans 

to private individuals annual growth rate and the 
personal consumption annual growth rate in Cro-
atia move from their equilibrium state in one year, 
in the next year they return to their equilibrium 
state at t e rate of .2 . urt ermore  an in-
crease of 1  in ban in  loans annual ro t  rate 
raises the personal consumption annual growth 
rate b  0.15 .

Testing the assumptions in the model of the bank-
ing loans to private individuals annual growth rate 
and the personal consumption annual growth rate 
in Croatia using the White test and Jarque-Bera 
test showed that the variance was homoscedastic 
and residuals normally distributed.

Also, Durbin-Watson’s test, Breusch-Godfrey’s test 
and the correlogram showed that an autocorrela-
tion problem among the residuals did not exist.

n accordance it  t e empirical evidence provid-
ed, the hypothesis which states the level of bank-
ing loans to private individuals growth rate cor-
relates with the personal consumption growth rate 
in Croatia can be accepted. The research results 
are consistent with Bacchetta and Gerlach (1997), 
ovrinčevi  and i uli  200  and eaton 200 . 

The results emphasise banking regulations, since 
regulatory authorities may control banking portfo-
lio ro t  and its structure. e researc  ndin s 
may be important for small open economies, since 
a rapid increase in debt- nanced consumption in 
a small open economy may increase demand for 
external goods and therefore created a current ac-

Table 3  Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)

Source: the authors.

Hypothesized
no. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Max-Eigen

Statistic Critical Value (0.05) P-value

None 0.778395 22.60291 14.26460 0.0019
At most 1 0.283227 4.994944 3.841466 0.0254

Table 4  Estimated model of long-run equilibrium between the variables observed

Source: the authors.

Variable Model 
Description

Constant value
(α)/ coefficient of constant (β) Critical Value (0.05)

PCGR dependent variable
α constant -0.014601 0.1862

BLGR independent variable 0.155849 0.0003
i ni cance of de ned 

model (F-test) 0.0002

etermination coef cient 
(R2) 0.601570
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count imbalance. According to Demirgüc-Kunt and 
Detragiache (2005) positive credit growth, and 
increasing exposure of banks to the private sector, 
among other variables, increase the probability 
of a banking crisis, so credit institutions will also 
experience the adverse effects of lending policies.

5. Conclusions
Several conclusions can be drawn from the re-
search presented in this paper. Firstly, the main 
hypothesis of the paper, which states that the lev-
el of banking loans to private individuals growth 
rate correlates with the personal consumption 
growth rate in Croatia, can be accepted. Secondly, 
according to the estimates, there is empirical ev-
idence for t e effect of a statisticall  si ni cant  
long-run and short-run level of banking loans to 
private individuals growth rate effect on the per-
sonal consumption growth rate in Croatia. Thus, 

e found evidence for debt- nanced consump-
tion in roatia lastin  fteen ears. irdl  t e 
research results further illustrate the sensitivity 
of cointegration methods to deviations from the 
pure unit-root assumption, since unit-root tests 
cannot easily distinguish between a unit root and 

close alternatives, as originally noted by Elliott 
(1998). Finally, the research results raise the ques-
tion of the sustainability of a banking business in 
Croatia which is mainly oriented towards lending 
to private individuals. Policymakers, monetary 
authorities and banking regulators should take 
these factors into account, to prevent potentially 
adverse effects on the economy as a whole that 
may arise as a consequence of extensive lending 
b  credit institutions to private individuals. n line 
with the main goal of this article, the relationship 
between banking loans to private individuals and 
personal consumption in Croatia was examined. 

e  asni 201  con rmed t e ousin  ealt  
effect on personal consumption in a sample of 
six European post-transition economies, including 

roatia. ut t e in uence of ban in  loans to pri-
vate individuals has not been tested on housing 

ealt . t ma  be t at ban in  loans to private in-
dividuals in uence bot  variables  and in t at case  
the estimation would be biased. Personal income 
and ealt  ma  in uence personal consumption  
and this research does not take into account the 
potential effects of the aforementioned variables, 
which may indicate its limitations and directions 
for further research.

Variable P-value
ECT around zero 0.0018

Table 5  Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test results for the residuals from the estimated long-run equilibrium model (ECT)

Source: the authors.

Table 6  Engle-Granger cointegration approach in the model banking loans to private individuals annual growth rate and personal 
consumption annual growth rate in Croatia

Source: the authors.

Variable Model 
Description

Constant value
(α)/ coefficient of constant (β) P-value

ΔPCGR dependent variable
ΔBLGR independent variable 0.155849 0.0000

ECT (-1) independent variable -0.672437 0.0183
Determination 
coef cient R2) 0.783971
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